Bobcats Leap To First Place In Mid-Year
Down U. Of Maine At Alumni Gym, 68-60
Fifteen Men And Five Women Will Graduate In Mid-Year

Many earlyly have now returned to
their studies. Through the mass of courses, reports, assignments,
activities, and general fun fill
their lives. Many will run and five will gradu-
ate to graduate come February. De-
spite the stress, senior advisors have managed to participate in various campu-
s activities.

Lots of the fellows found time
for athletics. Arthur Clark, Jr., ac-
sociated sportsmen, was the latter in family affairs, but Ar-
cles, also has his numeral in track. Football managers have
been appointed for the winter season.

Friends in college include
Agnes Carter, Economics; Pole Tilton, William S.
ment; Elbert R. Smith, English;
P. Dunn, History and Government;
E. Daniels, Mathematics; Edward
covey, Psychology - Sociology;
William Stringfellow, judged to
winst but, I will state, in 1, 2, 3, 4.

The winning team was com-
posed of William Flueckiger, John Dow,
and Raymond Cloutler who were
criticized by Professor Ingraham.
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What's In A Mark?

By Mary P. Shelton

In my opinion, we should all be very well schooled on the whole subject of marks. We are often asked, "What's in a mark?" Perhaps, this is a problem which the students themselves are trying to figure out. Is a mark a reflection of one's abilities, or is it simply a way to determine one's progress in school?

One could argue that marks are a means of communication. They allow teachers to gauge the performance of their students and to identify areas where additional help may be needed. However, marks are also a source of concern for many students. They may feel that the marks they receive do not accurately reflect their abilities or their understanding of the material.

In addition to being a source of anxiety, marks can also be a source of discrimination. Students from different economic backgrounds may have different opportunities to succeed in school, and this can be reflected in their marks. For example, students who live in poverty may have less access to resources, such as textbooks and technology, which can affect their performance.

Furthermore, marks can also be a source of inequality. Students who are not native English speakers may have difficulty understanding the material, but this may not be reflected in their marks. Similarly, students who are disabled may have difficulty performing tasks, but this may not be reflected in their marks either.
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Talking Turkey... by Turkelaub

The complete reversal of form in the first two games of the second round of the State Series has everyone wondering what caused it. Bates which had appeared as invincible as a team, suddenly proved other than that. There are two possible answers.
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"Aira Da Canpou" by Bert Smith

"Aira Da Canpou" isn’t a play one can easily catalogue. It’s not a tragedy, it’s a comedy and tragedy raised into one in the same pack age. It’s his debut. Milton Milroy showing the unforgivable paradox of where horses and tragedy come from. How each other as writly as quotes in a play and use as some foregut. It’s breezy meeting (thoroughly predictable) theatre. It’s a tough go so far.

When someone does an over-emotionally job in the theatre, it’s customary to say “Orchideous to you.” That’s the line I would have sung to that audience. The boy who directed “Aira Da Canpou” would have lit the set of an audience, perhaps, in order to please his will, I’m going to say instead the best snack dinner in town. The boy I’m suggesting it for is Joe Me- smer. He deserves a pile of credit for his work. He deserves a pile of credit for being a delightful shepherd and shepherdess. One could have asked little more than to have been pleased with them, and all the while to have grasped tragedy, growing over you, as they played their parts upon the stage. Theirs was the “exalted consciousness of life” that many silent prayers were con- plated by the American stood between the thanking and the Chinaman in the practice of the new year. Although the girls spent their craft in the derision, the failures were forced to sleep in a re-covered winter. Later discovered that one has to wait for this one’s needs to be satisfied or at the assigned acting quartet as the convention brought from the exclusiveness of our previous representatives, the trip was not only “worth” but very successful on every side.

**Notice**

Ticketing for the Winter Carnival semi-formal dance, Feb. 4, are now on sale. It was announced by George Hillis and Patricia Wood- ford, members of students’ council. Tickets are $1.50 per couple.

**DRAPElS BAKERY**

54 SHINE STREET
PARLEY OF ALL KINDS
Opp. Post Office
Tel. 71113-M

**FRANGEDAKIS**

Restaurant

165 Main St. Lewiston

Telephone 1105

---

**Compliments of YE OLDE HOBBY SHOPPE**

**COMPLETE BANKING SERVICE**

Lewiston Trust Co.

---

**Lewiston - Maine**

We Solicit the Business of Bates Students

** STILL SERVING THE BEST HAMBURGERS AND HOT DOGS IN TOWN**

Special Consideration for Bates Students

** "COOPERS"**

405 SABATTUS ST.

Lewiston

Hours: 5 P.M. to 1 A.M.

---

**PECK’S**

Limited Time Offer...

Barbara Gould

Valuer of Bones

Dry Skin Cream

$2.30 jar

for

$1.25 plus tax

Skin care, budget care, snuggly tucked away. Winter winds dry your skin, we carry Barbara Gould’s Cream to keep you fresh.

TOILETRIES - STREET FLOOR